August 8th Oversight Bus Tour
McGlone
4500 Crown Blvd, Denver, CO 80239

- **Scope**: ECE – 2nd grade 9-classroom addition that will allow school to expand to include 6-8th grade in primary building; new playground construction; parking expansion. Innovative classroom project funded solar tubes, library remodel, auditorium sound system upgrade, MS hallway branding, front office ‘refresh’, new furniture
- **Project Budget**: $5,400,000 + $150,000
- **General Contractor**: Golden Triangle Construction
- **Architect**: DLH Architecture
- **MWBE Goal**: 30% construction; 15% design
- **# of MWBE Contractors**: 8
AUGUST 8TH OVERSIGHT BUS TOUR
Building 28 (To be named) 4635 Walden Street Denver 80249

- **SCOPE**: ECE – 8th grade new school: KIPP NE Denver Elementary and KIPP NE Denver Middle School
- **PROJECT BUDGET**: $36,000,000
- **GENERAL CONTRACTOR**: Adolfson & Peterson
- **ARCHITECT**: MOA Architectural
- **MWBE GOAL**: 15% construction; 71% design
- **# of MWBE CONTRACTORS**: 8
AUGUST 8TH OVERSIGHT BUS TOUR
Regis F. Groff Campus  18250 E 51st Ave, Denver, CO 80249

- **SCOPE**: 500 seat campus addition; KIPP NE Denver Leadership Academy moving into new building with STRIVE RISE in existing building
- **PROJECT BUDGET**: $28,000,000
- **GENERAL CONTRACTOR**: Swinerton Builders
- **ARCHITECT**: Eidos Architects
- **MWBE GOAL**: 30%
- **# of MWBE CONTRACTORS**: 7
**AUGUST 8TH OVERSIGHT BUS TOUR**

Montbello Career and Technical HS  
4501 Airport Way, Denver, CO 80239

- **SCOPE**: Gym floor replacement

- **PROJECT BUDGET**: $40,000

- **GENERAL CONTRACTOR**: Next Generations Surfaces (SBA)

- **ARCHITECT**: N/A

- **MWBE GOAL**: Aspirational goal of 30% across all Innovative Classroom projects